With the development of high performance computing, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are widely used for task acceleration. Partial reconfigurable technology provides the possibility of multi-task concurrent computation on FPGAs. However, it is still difficult to achieve high performance multi-task acceleration in multi-FPGA systems due to the resource contention in limited hardware resources and reconfiguration overhead. In this paper, we propose a two-stage task scheduling approach in multi-FPGA systems to optimize task execution efficiency. At the first scheduling stage, we select an appropriate computing unit for each task considering the subtask similarity and resource requirement similarity to reduce the possibility of reconfiguration and resource contention. At the second scheduling stage, we coordinate the subtask scheduling and placement to make full use of the hardware resources of FPGAs and improve the acceleration performance. Experiments show that our two-stage scheduling approach significantly reduces the tasks makespan and improves the utilization of resources compared with other traditional methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the increasing demand for computing power in data centers, FPGA, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) have been widely used as accelerating devices to improve the execution efficiency of applications. Among them, FPGA-based accelerators are gradually becoming the core acceleration devices for computation-intensive tasks due to their high performance, low power consumption and reconfigurability [1] , [2] . Several cloud service providers, such as Amazon, have deployed FPGA-based accelerators in their commercial environments to support the high performance computing of computation-intensive applications [3] . In the heterogeneous system with multiple FPGA-based acceleration devices, the CPU is mainly used as a controller for task management, and the complex computing tasks can be executed on the FPGAs. However, how to perform the efficient scheduling of computing tasks in such a multi-FPGA system brings new challenges.
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Efficient scheduling of tasks in multi-FPGA system is different from that in other multi-processor or multi-core systems. We need to consider the following important factors. Firstly, the FPGA supports a technique called Partial Dynamic Reconfiguration (PDR) [4] , which allows the FPGA to reconfigure some logic blocks at runtime without affecting the rest of the logic blocks [5] . This technology can dynamically replace the internal logic functions of the FPGA, which greatly increases system flexibility and resource utilization. At the same time, however, we need to explicitly consider the reconfiguration overhead caused by PDR because it can easily affect the performance gains from hardware acceleration. Secondly, different tasks require different hardware resources. In multi-FPGA system, in order to improve the resource utilization of the system as much as possible, it is necessary to reasonably allocate the available hardware resources and balance the utilization rate of finegrained hardware resources in the FPGA. Finally, the tasks assigned to the FPGA must be placed in accordance with specific spatial allocation principles, and different task execution orders produce different size fragments of the reconfiguration region. Effectively reducing resource fragmentation is also VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ an important factor to be considered when designing task placement. Overall, the efficient online task scheduling and placement approach is needed to provide an appropriate solution for optimizing the task execution efficiency in multi-FPGA systems.
In this paper, we focus on the efficient task scheduling and placement in multi-FPGA system. The main contributions of this paper are as follows. First, we define a multitask scheduling problem with fine-grained subtask division, scheduling and placement in the multi-FPGA system that supports PDR. Then, we propose a two-stage scheduling approach to minimize the makespan of multiple tasks by reducing reconfiguration overhead, resource contention and resource fragmentation. At the first scheduling stage, in order to reduce reconfiguration overhead and resource contention, we select an appropriate FPGA compute unit for each task based on the combination of the similarity of subtask types and the similarity of subtask multi-resource requirements. At the second scheduling stage, through the heuristic optimization method and effective three-dimensional spatial position planning, we give the reasonable scheduling order and the configuration location for each fine-grained subtask to reduce reconfigurable overhead and resource fragmentation. Finally, we analyze the impacts of two similarity weight factors on the scheduling results through experiments. The extensive experimental results show that our two-stage scheduling approach can achieve the higher hardware resource utilization and reduce the makespan of tasks compared with other popular methods.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the background of reconfigurable FPGA and reviews the related work. Section III defines the task scheduling and placement problem to be solved for the multi-FPGA system. Section IV presents the task scheduling and placement approach. Section V gives the experimental analysis. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we firstly briefly introduce the PDR technology of FPGAs and the challenges in the research process. Then, we intruduce the communication between reconfigurable modules. Finally, we introduce the work related to task scheduling in multi-FPGA system.
A. PARTIAL DYNAMIC RECONFIGURATION TECHNIQUE IN FPGA
The FPGA can be viewed as a resource pool with programmable functions. CLB (Configurable Logic Block) is the logical operation unit, BRAM (Block RAM) is the storage unit, and DSP (Digital Signal Processing) is the calculation unit. These units can be organized in different ways to achieve deep customization. PDR-supported FPGAs allow for dynamic reconfiguration of a portion of a device, while other components that are not affected by the reconfiguration process are still operational [6] . PDR can dynamically switch logic functions by changing part of the configured hardware module at runtime, which greatly improves the flexibility and resource utilization of the hardware system. The reconfiguration process is performed by means of a dedicated component, such as the Internal Configuration Access Port (ICAP) available on Xilinx devices, that is exploited to load the partial bitstream for the reconfigurable region to the FPGA configuration memory [7] .
In an FPGA-based reconfigurable system, the tasks can be synthesized and divided into sets of subtasks. Different tasks containing multiple independent sets of subtasks can execute concurrently on reconfigurable resources. Before these tasks are executed, they need to be placed on the idle resources of the FPGA. After these tasks are executed, the reconfigurable resources occupied by these tasks need to be reconstructed, so that the next task set can continue to execute. The divided subtasks are usually abstracted into the small logical functional modules, and the entire reconfigurable resources are abstracted into one large logical functional region. The logical functional modules can be placed in parallel to execute on large logical functional region. Generally, the rectangular region is used to model the reconfigurable hardware resources on the FPGA, so the problem of placing tasks is transformed into the problem of finding an appropriate placement position for each subtask on the given two-dimensional reconfigurable rectangular region. At the same time, we must also consider the extra time overhead incurred during the reconfiguration process. When using FPGA for task acceleration, reconfiguration time is proportional to the size of the reconfigurable region, and the size of the reconfigurable region directly affects the amount of resources in this region. Therefore, effectively allocating idle resources and reducing reconstruction time are the focus in our work.
B. COMMUNICATION BETWEEN RECONFIGURATION MODULES
PDR technology of FPGA is to allow reconfigurable regions to be reconfigured without affecting the work of the rest of the configuration process. In PDR technology, the system is usually divided into fixed module and reconfigurable module. The communication between reconfigurable module and other modules (including reconfigurable module and fixed module, reconfigurable module and reconfigurable module) is realized by bus macro. Each module realizes in its own area. If two modules A and B want to communicate, they need bus macro, which straddles the boundary of the two modules, so that each module can be connected in its own area. So each module can be implemented in the specified area and communicate with the adjacent modules. In different series of FPGA devices, there are different ways to implement bus macro structure, such as Three-State Buffers (TBUF) Based and Slice based. In addition, Xilinx Company provided ready-made bus macro files for the developers of dynamic reconfigurable system and we use it in our system.
C. RELATED WORK
In multi-FPGA systems, task scheduling needs to be carefully designed by considering several complex factors comprehensively. Many previous researches focus on the task planning on a single FPGA. A small amount of other literatures specialize in task scheduling in multi-FPGA systems. In addition, there are also many researchers working on task scheduling in multi-processor or multi-core systems. Next, we review the related work from the above three aspects.
In order to minimize the resource fragmentation in FPGA, the authors in [8] proposed a heuristic task placement method based on 3D-Adjacency and Look-Ahead algorithm, which placed the task next to the boundary of the free area as much as possible. However, it does not take into account the simultaneous arrival of multiple tasks. Roman et al. [9] divided the reconfigurable resources into equal-width slots, which reduced the scale of the problem. However, this method ignores the size difference of the tasks, and the resource utilization ratio is quite low. Aiming at reducing chip area fragmentation, two resource allocation algorithms are developed in [10] . But these algorithms do not fully consider the resource type difference and order of the tasks. The approaches presented in [1] , [11] focus on optimizing the utilization of available reconfigurable resources for task scheduling issues in parallel reconfigurable architectures. Reference [12] proposed a novel MER-based heuristic method based on 3D-Adjacency heuristic algorithm, which reduced regional fragmentation, improved utilization rate, and solved the problem that more than one tasks may arrive at the same time. These algorithms are basically aimed at task placement or resource allocation issues on a single FPGA device without considering the task scheduling in multi-FPGA system.
In addition to studying the task placement on a single FPGA, some researchers have also studied the task scheduling in multi-FPGA systems. In [13] , [14] , the authors considered the mapping of tasks on a multi-FPGA system and the scheduling at execution time, which provided the references for our work. In [14] , the authors further proposed a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP)-based algorithm. Even though this approach could potentially be used to search for the optimal solution to the problem, the execution time of the algorithm increases exponentially with the number of tasks. Therefore, it is impractical for large problem instances. In [6] , the authors proposed a fast deterministic scheduling heuristic algorithm to reduce the overhead incurred by partial dynamic reconfiguration. However, the author did not fully consider module reuse, so the reconfiguration overhead of tasks that can be executed by the same hardware is still the bottleneck of the algorithm. In [15] , the authors proposed an energy-efficient scheduling algorithm based on ant colony optimization to solve the scheduling problem. And based on it, an improved algorithm is proposed to handle tasks with precedence and interdependencies. However, these two algorithms are designed to reduce the overall energy consumption, resulting in lower task parallelism. The authors of [16] proposed a benefit-based scheduling metric to evaluate the task assignment. However, they did not fully consider the resource contention between different tasks.
Task scheduling on multi-processor or multi-core systems has received widespread attention. The authors of [17] , [18] tried to minimize job completion time by balancing the task queues of different types of heterogeneous resources. But in their models, each task can be executed only on its matching type of processors. The method proposed in [19] is based on constrained programming to allocate and schedule tasks in heterogeneous multi-core systems. Some previous works proposed heuristic scheduling methods centered on the critical path of the task graph to reduce the total execution time [20] - [22] . They proposed some dynamic scheduling approaches that reduce the total execution time by detecting the longest path or critical path of the dynamic task dependency graph. The authors of [23] , [24] proposed the biologyinspired algorithms to solve Steiner tree problem in networks, which also provide an efficient solution for the resource composition optimization in parallel computing systems. Authors of the [25] designed a transformation strategy that reduces the problem of scheduling multi-type resources to single resource-type scheduling, thereby significantly reducing the algorithms running times without compromising the approximation ratios. Since these algorithms mainly consider the characteristics of general heterogeneous computing systems and do not take advantage of the unique advantages of FPGAs, they are not completely applicable to multi-FPGA systems. In addition, some other effective task programming algorithms have been proposed in literatures [26] , [27] , which stimulate the design principle of our task allocation approach.
In summary, task scheduling in various computing systems has been studied extensively, but there are still many problems needed to be solved for efficient scheduling in reconfigurable multi-FPGA systems. Therefore, this paper tries to deal with above unresolved issues, and the principle is to make full use of the FPGA computing power while reducing the overhead in multi-FPGA system.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we first introduce the model of our multi-FPGA computing system and then give a detailed description of task scheduling and placement problem.
A. SYSTEM MODEL
Our multi-FPGA system contains several FPGA computing units which are responsible for accelerating the processing of computing-intensive tasks, and each of them has a reconfigurable region that contains various hardware resources such as CLBs, BRAMs, and DSPs. In the reconfigurable region of FPGA, resources are arranged in columns, and BRAMs and DSPs usually are less than CLBs as Figure 1 .
The reconfigurable region can be partially reconfigurable at runtime to provide parallel acceleration for different tasks. The system accepts tasks submitted by users and then performs the task scheduling and parallel computing process. Note that the tasks submitted by users can be divided into several subtasks in our system. In addition, our system also periodically collects the configuration state of reconfiguration region and then makes reasonable scheduling decisions based on the obtained information. There are two important schedulers in our system: the Task-Level Scheduler (TLS) and the Subtask-Level Scheduler (SLS). Moreover, the system has a subtask Bitstream Repertory (BSR) which stores the bitstream files for each subtask. And these files have been compiled by HLS Tool in advance [28] - [30] . The scheduling model in our system is shown in Figure 1 .
As shown in Figure 1 , the tasks submitted by users are stored in the task queue, and TLS analyses the subtasks structure of each task and the information of each FPGA to select an appropriate FPGA for the task. Then the system assigns these subtasks to the corresponding Waiting Queue (WQ FPGA ) and Ready Queue (RQ FPGA ) according to dependencies among the subtasks which have been predefined for each type of task. Note that we implement these two corresponding queues for each FPGA in our system, which are used to store the dependent subtasks and the independent subtasks, respectively. Then the SLS determines the appropriate scheduling orders and placement locations for those subtasks in each RQ FPGA , and sends these subtasks into the Executing Queue (EQ FPGA ) according to the scheduling orders. Once the parent subtask ST ij in the RQ FPGA is completed, the child subtask ST ik in the WQ FPGA can be put into the RQ FPGA . Finally, the system sends the bitstream files loaded from the BSR and the subtasks in each EQ FPGA to the FPGAs. And then the subtasks are configured and executed on the FPGAs. We assume the system has a set of m FPGAs denoted by F = {F 1 ,. . . , F m }. Each FPGA F i ∈ F has a reconfiguration region that can be regarded as a 2D rectangle with width of F w and height of F h . It can be divided into a number of contiguous free logic areas which can be allocated to different tasks and reconfigured for execution of tasks. We define the configuration state of each FPGA at time t as F i (t) = {TC i1 (t),. . . , TC i,n i (t)}, where n i is the number of subtasks that has been configured on F i , and TC ij (t), j ∈ {1, . . . , n i } represents the j-th subtask currently configured to the i-th FPGA. In addition, TC ij (t) can be characterized as a vector
Here TC id ij (·) represents the type of the subtask TC ij , and TC clb ij (·), TC bram ij (·) and TC dsp ij (·) respectively represent the number of CLBs, BRAMs and DSPs needed. TC x ij (·) and TC y ij (·) are the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the top-left corner of the occupied logical area. TC w ij (·) and TC h ij (·) represent the width and height of the occupied logical resource area, respectively. In addition, TC trem ij (·) is the remaining execution time of the subtask TC ij (·). We record the moment at which the subtask starts to be configured and calculate the remaining execution time at the current moment t according to the execution time and configuration time of the task.
B. WORKLOAD MODEL
We define each task as T i = (ID i , G i ), where ID i is the number of task type and G i represents the workflow graph of the task. In addition, we define G i = (V i , E i ), where V i and E i respectively represent the vertex set and the edge set of 
where Rec freq represents the time required to configure the bitstream files of unit size on an FPGA. In our system, multiple tasks can be submitted simultaneously and each task is defined as the above form.In addition, the same subtasks are also allowed in these tasks submitted. Each subtask to be executed on an FPGA must first be configured with the corresponding logical resources, and this process can lead to a certain amount of reconfiguration overhead. However, if it is executed on the reconfiguration region that has already been configured for the same type of subtask, there is no reconfiguration overhead [13] . In addition, for different types of subtasks, if they have similar resource requirements, it is best not to execute them on an FPGA at the same time due to the resource contention which can cause the unbalanced utilization of multidimensional resources. For example, the remaining resource numbers of CLBs, DSPs and BRAMs on an FPGA are 100, 200 and 300 respectively, and there are two independent subtasks ST ·1 and ST ·2 . ST ·1 needs 50 CLBs, 20 DSPs, 20 BRAMs and ST ·2 needs 50 CLBs, 10 DSPs, 10 BRAMs, respectively. If we assign these two subtasks to the same FPGA, the CLB will be highly utilized, but DSP and BRAM will be largely idle. Therefore, in the multi-FPGA system, we need to first select an appropriate FPGA for each task T i to reduce the reconfiguration overhead and improve resource utilization.
On the other hand, the inappropriate subtask scheduling sequence may result in the same type of subtasks having to be reconfigured and degrade the performance of system. And the inappropriate placement of subtasks can result in more resource fragments in the reconfiguration region of FPGA and reduce the utilization of resources. Therefore, we need to determine the appropriate scheduling order for the set of subtasks and select the appropriate placement location for each subtask to be configured on FPGA to reduce the reconfiguration overhead and resource fragmentation.
Objective. In this paper, we define a task set as T = {T i |i = 1,.., N } which is submitted by users. Our objective is to minimize the makespan of the task set T by designing the efficient task scheduling and placement approach in the multi-FPGA system considering the task reconfiguration overhead and hardware resource contraints of FPGAs.
IV. THE PROPOSED TASK SCHEDULING AND PLACEMENT APPROACH ON MULTI-FPGAS A. DESIGN OVERVIEW
In order to minimize the makespan of task set T , we propose a two-stage task scheduling approach in the multi-FPGA system.
1) FIRST SCHEDULING STAGE
At this stage, we regard the whole task as a scheduling unit and choose an appropriate FPGA computing unit for it. We first acquire the subtasks for each FPGA computing unit, including those subtasks in RQ FPGA , WQ FPGA and those have been configured to the FPGA. Then we estimate the subtask similarity between the task and all subtasks assigned to each FPGA using Jaccard coefficients, which is defined as the ratio between the size of the intersection of two sets and the size of the union. The larger the Jaccard coefficient value is, the higher the sample similarity degree will be. The purpose is to allocate the same type of subtasks to the same FPGA as much as possible to reduce unnecessary reconfigurable operations. Then we calculate the resource requirements similarity between the task and the subtasks assigned to each FPGA which can measure the possibility of resource contention between them. The goal is to assign the subtasks with different resource requirements to the same FPGA as much as possible to improve the multidimensional resource utilization. Finally, we combine two similarities with two weighting factors to select an appropriate FPGA considering reconfiguration overhead and resource contention comprehensively. After selecting the FPGA, the subtasks included in the task are assigned to the WQ FPGA and RQ FPGA of the corresponding FPGA according to the dependencies among them.
2) SECOND SCHEDULING STAGE
At this stage, we focus on subtasks scheduling and placement in the RQ FPGA of a single FPGA. The subtasks in the RQ FPGA are independent, and they can execute on the FPGA completely in parallel. However, due to the resource constraints and reconfigurable consumption, the reasonable scheduling order and placement locations are important to minimize the makespan of subtasks. We find the optimal scheduling order based on a combinatorial optimization method combining Genetic Algorithm and Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm, which performs the continuous iteration process to find the appropriate combination in the solution space. The solution space is a set of permutations and combinations of all subtasks in RQ FPGA and the object of each iteration process is to select a more suitable scheduling solution. In order to evaluate the fitness of each scheduling order in the iteration process, we calculate the makespan of subtasks according to each scheduling order found in the current iteration process. This makespan is also influenced by the placement of subtasks in the reconfigurable region of the FPGA. So in order to reduce makespan, we obtain the candidate locations in the reconfigurable region for each subtask, and find the location with the smallest resource fragmentation to place it by calculating 3D-contact value. Ultimately, after the iterative optimization process, we can determine the placement location for each subtask and the scheduling order of subtasks.
B. TASK-LEVEL SCHEDULING ON MULTI-FPGA
In this subsection, we focus on the task-level scheduling, and the objective is to select an appropriate FPGA computing unit for each task.
As the system and workload model described in Section III, every task T i has a set of subtasks V i and there is a set of m FPGA computing units in the system. For each FPGA F k , we can obtain two subtask sets in the WQ FPGA k and RQ FPGA k at time t, defined as S w k (t) = {ST ki |i = 1, . . . , x} and S r k (t) = {ST ki |i = 1, . . . , y}. In addition, the configured subtasks set F k (t) with p subtasks in the F k can also be obtained as mentioned in Section III. We define S k is a combination of S r k (t) , S w k (t) and F k (t), that is S k = {ST ki |i = 1, . . . , x+y+p} which represents the set of all subtasks assigned to the FPGA F k at time t. In this stage, we need to find an appropriate FPGA for each task and formalize it as a task-to-FPGA mapping M . M (i) = k, k ∈ {1, . . . , m} represents that the task T i is assigned to the FPGA F k . In order to find the reasonable mapping M (i), we define our objective function ϕ considering two aspects of issues: one is to reduce the task reconfiguration, and the other is to reduce the contention of hardware requirements between subtasks. The objective function is defined as
where SK (M ) represents the subtask similarity between the task T i and the subtasks set S k , and R(M ) represents the resource requirement similarity between them. λ and µ respectively are the weights of SK (M ) and R(M ). SK (M ) is for subtasks with the same subtask type between the subtask set of tasks to be assigned and those in subtask sets assigned to each FPGA, while R(M ) is for subtasks with different subtask type in those two kind sets. There is a certain relative relationship between SK (M ) and R(M ). In order to consider two similarities and assign tasks better, we set weight factors for each similarity λ and µ and we set λ + µ = 1. The larger the SK (M ), the more subtasks of the same type, which means that it is more likely to reduce the unnecessary reconfiguration operations. The smaller the R(M ) is, there is less possibility of resource contention between T i and S k , which is more conducive to improve the utilization of multidimensional resources. Our objective is to find a mapping M (i) that maximizes the objective function ϕ.
To obtain the maximal SK (M ) to reduce the unnecessary task reconfiguration operations, we use Jaccard coefficients to estimate subtask similarity under the mapping M (i). The subtask similarity SK (M (i)) between the subtasks set V i and S k is defined as
In addition, in order to obtain the minimal R(M ), we first show the resource requirement similarity between two subtasks. If two different type of subtasks are assigned to the same FPGA and their resource requirements are similar, there may be the resource contention between them. To measure the similarity of resource requirements between any two different type subtasks, we first extract the resource requirement vector as R ·j = (ST clb ·j , ST bram ·j , ST dsp ·j ) for the j-th subtask in a set. Then we use following cosine value of the resource requirement feature vectors to measure the similarity of resource requirements between any two subtasks.
where R ·x and R ·y are the resource requirement vectors for two different types of subtasks ST ·x and ST ·y . θ is the angle between the two vectors and cos(θ ) ∈ [0, 1]. For obtaining the minimal R(M ) of the sets V i and S k , we need to first remove the subtasks of the same type between them and then obtain two subsets V i and S k . Any two subtasks ST ix and ST ky meet ST ix ∈ V i , ST ky ∈ S k and ST id ix = ST id ky . And we define R(M (i)) as where p represents the number of subtasks in V i and q represents the number of subtasks in S k . The detailed task-level scheduling method is showed in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Task-Level Scheduling Method
Input: A subtask set V i of task T i to be assigned; A set of subtasks that have been assigned to all FPGAs at the current moment S tot = {S 1 ,. . . , S m } in which each element S k , k ∈ {1, 2, ...m} denotes the set of subtasks assigned to k-th FPGA F k ; Output: The result k of mapping M (i) with the maximized ϕ for task T i ; 1 for each subtask set S k in S tot do 2 Compute subtask similarity S(M (i)) of V i and S k using Eq3; 3 Remove subtasks of the same subtask type ST id ·· between V i and S k to obtain two subsets V i and S k ; 4 Calculate the resource requirement similarity R(M (i)) using Eq5; 5 Calculate the objective ϕ using Eq2; 6 Return k that maximizes ϕ under mapping M (i) = k;
C. SUBTASK-LEVEL SCHEDULING AND PLACEMENT ON SINGLE FPGA
As section III-B describes, each subtask must be configured with the corresponding logical resources before it is executed which leads us to consider how to place subtasks reasonably under a limited reconfigurable region. In addition, for the subtasks in the queue RQ FPGA , their scheduling order also affects the makespan of the entire set. As shown in Figure 2 , for these four subtasks, the scheduling sequence A is T1→T2→T3→T4 and the scheduling sequence B is T1→T4→T2→T3. As we can see that different scheduling order results in different makespan due to the limited resources. To solve this problem, we propose the Subtask-Level Scheduling and Placement (SLSP) method combining Genetic Ant Colony Optimization (GACO) algorithm with MER-3D-Placement algorithm [12] .
The basic idea of SLSP method. For the subtask set S r k (t) with y independent subtasks in the RQ FPGA k at time t, we need to determine the appropriate scheduling order and placement location for each subtask ST ki , i ∈ {1, . . . , y}.
SLSP method is divided into two main parts. Firstly, we combine Genetic Algorithm (GA) [31] , [32] with bi-directional convergent Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [33] , [34] algorithm to make subtasks scheduling order decision which can overcome the shortcomings of GA and ACO algorithms. It can be better than GA in accuracy and ACO in time efficiency. Secondly, we use the MER-3D-Placement method to obtain the optimal placement location for each subtask. It takes into account the time of each subtask occupying resources, which makes it can reduce the resource fragmentation more than the traditional twodimensional placement algorithm. In the whole subtasks scheduling and placement process, we first make full use of the randomness and fast global convergence of GA to generate a pheromone distribution of subtask scheduling order problem. This distribution is used as the initial pheromone distribution of the bidirectional convergence ACO. On this basis, we make full use of its positive feedback and high accuracy to find the optimal solution of scheduling order. In addition, during the whole GA and ACO process, we need to evaluate each scheduling order according to the fitness in makespan of subtasks and find a placement loation for each subtask in the reconfigurable region. Therefore, we use MER-3D-placement method to find the optimal location for each subtask according to each scheduling order and then calculate the makespan of the all subtasks to determine the fitness of the scheduling order.
Next we introduce the placement algorithm for a single subtask, and then introduce the overall subtask scheduling and placement method in detail.
1) MER-3D-PLACEMENT METHOD BASED ON MULTI-RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS
It is a common layout strategy to regard the reconfiguration region as a rectangle and consider the remaining resources as MERs. However, there is still much room for improvement in how to allocate MERs reasonably. However, most of the previous algorithms only consider the resource occupation from two-dimensional area and rarely consider the occupied time. Moreover, the previous algorithms usually only consider the CLB resources neglecting other hardware resources, such as BRAM and DSP, which affect the performance of task execution. In our MER-3D-Placement method, we not only consider the three-dimensional space, but also consider different hardware resources to calculate the 3D connection value, and then select the location that produces the smallest fragmentation for allocation. In this way, we can make full use of resources and give full play to the characteristics of different hardware resources (CLB,DSP,BRAM). Next is our detailed description of the algorithm.
In order to better describe our algorithm, we first give a new representation of MER in our method: MER = (MER x , MER y , MER w , MER h , MER r ), where MER x , MER y , MER w , MER h respectively represents the horizontal and vertical position of the top-left corner, the width and height of MER. In addition, MER r indicates whether the resources in this rectangle contain DSP and BRAM. As described in section III, the resources of DSP and BRAM are column-based in reconfiguration region and the columns are fixed. Section III shows that each FPGA has a reconfigurable region, which can be formalized as a 2D rectangle to configure different logical functions. At the time t, we can get the configured subtasks set F k (t) of the k-th FPGA. And any configured subtask has these attributes TC ki = (TC id ki , TC clb ki , TC bram ki , TC dsp ki , TC x ki , TC y ki , TC w ki , TC h ki , TC trem ki ) defined in Section III-A. When a subtask ST j,new of a task T j is to be executed, we need to check whether the reconfiguration region has been configured for the same type of subtask with ST id j,new . If it has been configured, the subtask only needs to wait untill other subtasks with the same type are completed. Otherwise, we need to find the appropriate location for it.
To get the appropriate location L = (x, y) for ST j,new on the k-th FPGA, we extract the location feature LF k = (TC x ki , TC y ki , TC w ki , TC h ki , TC trem ki ) for each configured subtask TC ki , and then use it to compute all the maximum empty rectangles MERs = {MER j |j = 1, ...z} in the current state. Next we traverse all MERs to calculate the 3D-contact value of each candidate position in each MER. As Figure 3 = 0, we will take into account the two intersections consisting of the column of the specific resource (BRAM or DSP) and the edges of MER. In order to make full use of various resources, we give the priority to two specific intersections in all MERs containing this resource. Finally we select the candidate location with maximized 3D-contact value for new subtask. The 3D-contact value C is defined as
where n denotes the number of edges connected to any configured subtask and the edges of reconfiguration region after the new subtask is placed in a candidate location. L p represents the length of the overlap of the p-th contacted edge. In addition, LT p is a period of time for the p-th contacted edge called edge lifetime [8] . In other words, if the edge belongs to ST j,new and a configured subtask TC ki , the LP p is the shortest remaining time for the two subtasks to execute. In this case, LT p is defined by
where ST texe j,new is the execution time and ST tcon j,new is its configuration time defined in section III-B. TC trem ki is the remaining execution time of TC ki . In addition, if the p-th contacted edge belongs to the reconfiguration region, then LT p = ST texe j,new . Our MER-3D-Placement method based on different hardware resource requirements is showed in Algorithm 2. for each MER has the specific resource do 9 Calculate the 3D-contact value C of all candidate intersections using Eq6; 10 else 11 for each MER in MERs do 12 Calculate the 3D-contact value C of the all candidate locations using Eq6; 13 14 Return the corresponding location L(x, y) with maximum C in Cs;
Algorithm 2 MER-3D-Placement Method Based on

2) SUBTASK-LEVEL SCHEDULING AND PLACEMENT METHOD
For optimizing the makespan MP of the subtask set S kr with y subtasks, we combine GACO algorithm with MER-3D-Placement algorithm.
In GACO, we can continuously get different scheduling orders. In order to evaluate the optimized order π , we first define the fitness of the order as the makespan of all subtasks in the scheduling order π , which is formalized as Fit(π) = MP π . To obtain the fitness Fit, we need to combine the MER-3D-Placement algorithm to get the placement location of each subtask. For a scheduling order π = {π 1 ,. . . , π y }, π i ∈ {1, . . . , y} and the detailed calculation of its fitness is shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Fitness of a Scheduling Order
Input: A scheduling order π ; The State Vector F k (t) of a FPGA F k at the time t; The subtask set S r k in the ready queue; Output: The fitness Fit(π ); Every placement location L i for each subtask ST ki ; 1 Initialize temp status of FPGA F temp = F k (t), Fit(π ) = 0; 2 Sort S r k according to the scheduling order π ; 3 for each subtask ST ki of S r k do 4 Get placement location L i of ST ki according to Algorithm 2; 20 Return Fit(π ) and every subtask's location L i ;
In GA stage, an initial population containing popsize chromosomes is firstly initialized, in which each chromosome represents a scheduling order π . Then, the fitness Fit(π ) of each chromosome in the population is calculated by Algorithm 3 and the chromosomes are crossed, mutated, and duplicated by a certain selection probability P(π ) to form new N chromosomes. Through continuous evolutionary iteration, we can find the appropriate optimization results. The selection probability P(π k ) is defined as
When GA merges with ACO, in order to avoid that the fixed number of GA iterations will affect the efficiency of the algorithm in the traditional algorithm, we use dynamic fusion to ensure the correct conversion time of GA and ACO. We set up the maximum and minimum genetic iterations as Gen min , Gen max , and give the minimum evolutionary rate Evo min . When the evolutionary rate Evo die is less than the Evo min , we transform GA to ACO.
In the stage of ACO, according to the law of ants foraging, the optimal scheduling sequence is found through the swarm intelligence of M ants. Each ant schedules every subtask in S r k (·) of FPGA F k and releases a certain pheromone γ ij between the subtask ST ki and the subtask ST kj . In our algorithm, we first initialize pheromone γ ij = γ ij G , where γ ij G denotes the proportion of the sequence of ST ki to ST kj in a set of optimal solutions of GA. After an ant A m schedules all subtasks, in order to accelerate convergence of ACO, the pheromone concentration γ ij is updated as follow:
where γ ij (t + n) is a reward-penalty function which rewards the best order π best and punishes the worst order π worse in n-period. Q is the pheromone constant for reward and Q is the pheromone constant for punishment. δ is the pheromone volatilization coefficient. When more and more ants pass through the same order, more and more pheromones is found. After endless efforts, they choose the appropriate optimal scheduling order. The probability ρ ij (t) of an ant A m choosing the next subtask at time t is defined as
where α is pheromone heuristic factor and it reflects the strength of random factors in ant colony search. β is expectation heuristic factor which reflects the strength of the priori and deterministic factors of ant colony. And Next m is the next subtask sets that ant A m can choose. Fit t (π m ) is the fitness of the order chosen by ant A m at the time t. The details of SLSP algorithm are shown in Algorithm 4, which can get the optimized result for the subtask-level scheduling and placement.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
We have built our multi-FPGA computing system as described in Section III, including BSR, TLS, SLS and so on. The system is configured with a server with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v3 working at a frequency
Algorithm 4 SLSP Algorithm Based on GACO and MER-3D-Placement
Input: A subtask set S r k to be scheduled and configured on FPGA F k ; The state vector F k (t) of F k at time t; Output: The scheduling order π and every subtask's location L(x, y) in S r k ; 1 Initialize parameters Gen min , Gen max , Evo die , Evo min , popsize, M , α, β, Q, Q , δ; 2 Randomly generate an initial population of popsize chromosomes; 3 while Iteration number i in [Gen min , Gen max ] and Evo die > Evo min do 4 Calculate each Fit(π ) of chromosome according to Algorithm 3;
5
Calculate the probability ρ π according to Eq8; 6 while chromosomes are not fully traversed do 7 Selection,crossover and mutation;
8
Replace old population by a new population; 9 Initialize the pheromones between any two subtasks ST ki ST kj using γ ij = γ ij G ; 10 Randomly place M ants on different M subtasks ST k· ; 11 while No optimal solution is found do 12 for each ant A m do 13 for each schedule order π m do 14 Select the next subtask based on Eq10, Eq11; 15 Evaluate fitness Fit(π m ) using Algorithm3; 16 Update pheromone γ ij using Eq9; 17 Return the best scheduling order π and the location L j (x, y) for each subtask ST kj . Once the task is configured, the system records the relevant information.
In addition, we use several real benchmarks to evaluate our task scheduling and placement algorithm. These benchmarks are a mix of different applications from Microelectronic Center of North Carolina [35] benchmark suite and Media- Bench [36] . In addition, we implement several different tasks using Vivado Design Suite provided by Xilinx. Table 1 lists these tasks used in our experiments and the workloads are different combinations of randomly generated tasks with different numbers. In our implementation process, each task is divided into 3 to 30 subtasks modules which require different resources (CLBs, BRAMs or DSPs) in advance according to the processing flow of each task. And the same subtask modules may exist in different tasks. For example, there are same modules in edge detection and target detection, such as binarization, corrosion filtering, median filtering and so on. It means that the subtasks of the same type may exist in different tasks. And we store the binary compiled files of these subtasks in BSR of our system.
For comparing the quality of our proposed two-stage scheduling algorithm with other task scheduling algorithm, we have implemented several multi-node scheduling algorithms and single-node scheduling algorithms in the system. Multi-node sheduling methods include Least loaded (LL) method and Round Robin (RR) method which are widely used in multi-node scheduling. And single-node placement methods include MER-2D adjacent placement (MER-2D) method, MER First Fit (MER-FF) method and MER-3D-Contact (MER-3D). We schedule these subtasks by the order of subtask arrival. MER-2D method considers the resource occupancy compactness of subtasks placement in two-dimensional resource plane. MER-FF method is to find the first suitable MER for the coming subtask according to its resource requirements and then chooses the location for it. MER-3D is simlilar to our placement method without scheduling strategy.
B. PARAMETER ANALYSIS 1) SIMILARITY WEIGHT FACTORS ANALYSIS
In task-level scheduling, two important similarity weight factors λ and µ affect the performance of task scheduling. In order to accurately measure the performance of our approach, we first determine them using the different combinations of different tasks in Table 1 with different input data. We design three kind of sets of task: highly similar task sets (HSS), moderately similar task sets (MSS) and low similar task sets (LSS) according to the repeatability of the same hardware subtasks. Each set has 100 tasks with 300 subtasks. There are only 10 types of subtasks in a set of HSS. Thus, subtasks in the set are highly repetitive. In LSS, there are 120 different types of subtasks, so the repetition of subtasks in the set is very low. And MSS is a compromise between the HSS and LSS with 50 type of subtask. In addition, each set is executed 20 times in our experiment, and the makespan of a set is the average complete time. During the experiment, we continuously submit these 100 tasks of each set to the system with the task arrival rate 10/s. The execution results of three kind of sets under different similarity weight factors are shown in the Figure 4 . As shown in the figure, the completion time of the same task set varies under different weighting factors λ and the makespan of three different sets is significantly reduced when λ in the range of [0.4, 0.8]. Among them, HSS, MSS, LSS can obtain the minimum completion time when λ = 0.7. Since subtask similarity weight λ and resource requirement similarity weight µ satisfy λ + µ = 1 as mentioned in Section IV, the system can achieve better performance of task scheduling under two similarity weight factors λ = 0.7 and µ = 0.3, which means that subtask similarity has a greater impact on tasks makespan by reducing task reconfiguration time than resource requirement similarity in our experiments. We use these most appropriate weight factors in the later experiments.
2) CONVERGENCE OF GACO ALGORITHM
In our two-stage scheduling algorithm, GACO algorithm is an important part and the convergence of GACO is an important factor for the performance of our approach. In order to verify the convergence of GACO, we randomly assign 300 subtasks to a subtask ready queue for subtask-stage scheduling simulation and we set GACO parameters as Gen min = 40, Gen max = 80, Evo min = 4%, popsize = 30, M = 40, α = 0.2, β = 0.8, Q = 5, Q = 4, δ = 0.017, which makes a faster convergence of GACO through our extensive experiments. Then, in the experiment, we compare GACO algorithm with GA algorithm and ACO algorithm. We run each algorithm 15 times and the measured subtask makespan is the average time of 15 executions. The makespan in this process is the time interval from the start of subtask scheduling to the completion of all subtasks. As shown in Figure 5 , with the increase of iterations, the total subtask makespan of each algorithm converges gradually. When the number of iterations reaches 950, the makespan of GACO curve gradually stabilizes. However, the makespan of GA and ACO algorithms tends to be stable at 1200 and 1500 iterations, respectively. In addition, we can find that the final makespan of GACO is less than that of GA and ACO which means that GACO converges faster than GA and ACO, and the solution obtained is better.
C. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 1) EVALUATION OF SLSP METHOD
We verify SLSP method from average area utilization and subtask makespan for the subtask-level scheduling in a single FPGA. We define the average area utilization (AAU) as shown in Eq12.
where n represents the number of all the subtasks and makespan is the complete time of the subtask set on the FPGA. In this experiment, we set the number of FPGAs to 1 and there is no task-stage scheduling. In our experiments, we randomly generate three sets with 300 tasks described in table 1 and the tasks arrive at 10/s. Each of set allows that the same type of task can occur multiple times. Figure 6 and Figure 7 represent the result of our SLSP method compared with other methods implemented in our system. Figure 6 shows the average area utilization of the reconfiguration region caused by different scheduling methods. As we can see, compared with other methods, our method can obtain the largest area resource utilization. Figure 7 analyses the makespan of the whole set, which is the total time from the start of scheduling to the completion of all tasks, including scheduling time, configuration time, and execution time. As shown in Figure 7 , SLSP method obtains the minimum makespan for all three different task sets compared with other methods. This is because SLSP method not only considers the placement of a single task to reduce resource fragmentation, but also considers the impact of different scheduling orders on reconfiguration and resource occupancy in multi-task scenarios by using GACO algorithm. It is worth mentioning that although MRE-3D algorithm is very similar to our algorithm in placement, SLSP algorithm shows better performance by considering both scheduling order and placement location.
2) EVALUATION OF OUR TWO-STAGE SCHEDULING APPROACH ON MULTI-FPGA
In order to verify the performance of our two-stage scheduling, we compare it with the hybrid methods which are composed of the common multi-node scheduling methods and the single-FPGA placement methods mentioned above. In order to better reflect different multi-FPGA scenarios, we set the number of FPGAs in the system to 3-5. We randomly submit 400 tasks continously and obtain the performance of the system under different scheduling methods, including the makespan of task sets, resource area utilization and different hardware resources utilization of an FPGA. Note that the makespan of a task set is the time from the start of the first task received by the system to the completion of task set processing.
In our experiments, we obtain the resource area utilization on FPGAs at different time under different scheduling methods. Figure 8 illustrates resource utilization rate at different times on the first FPGA when the number of FPGA is 3. As Figure 8 shows, the resource utilization rate generated by each method is constantly fluctuating. But we can observe that the resource utilization rate of our approach is relatively stable and it basically maintains at about 79% which is significantly higher than the other four methods. This shows that our approach can keep the reconfigurable resources highly utilized for a long time through appropriate task scheduling, subtask scheduling and placement, which makes multitasking more parallel to some extent. In practice, the utilization of reconfigurable resources in each of our FPGAs is similar to that shown in Figure 8 .
In addition, in order to explore the utilization of different hardware resources, we calculate the average utilization rate for each type of resources r ∈ R = {CLB, BRAM , DSP} on the each FPGA as follow:
where ST r ki is the amount of the resource r required by subtask ST ki and F r is the amount of the resource r in the reconfigurable region. Table 2 shows the average utilization rate of different resources in each FPGA when the system is configured with three FPGAs. As shown in Table 2 , when the system is configured with three FPGAs, LL+MER-FF, LL+ MER-2D, RR+MER-FF, RR+MER-2D have great differences in resource utilization rates of each resource on each FPGA. However, using our scheduling method, the different resource utilization rates on each FPGA are very close, that is, the resources are used equally. This shows that considering similarity of resource requirements among tasks in tasklevel scheduling is meaningful, which enables tasks to be scheduled to the appropriate computing unit with the least possibility of resource contention so as to make full use of multi-resources through reasonable task scheduling.
Finally, we analyze the impact of different scheduling methods on the makespan of the whole task set under the same number of FPGA. Figure 9 shows the makespan of all tasks with different scheduling and placement methods on our multi-FPGA system. We can observe that when the system is configured with three, four and five FPGAs respectively, our two-stage scheduling method can always get the minimized makespan which is obviously superior to LL+MER2D, RR+MER2D, LL+MERFF and RR+MERFF with the same task set, which proves that our method can reduce the makespan of multi-task under multi-FPGA.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a two-stage task scheduling approach in partially reconfigurable multi-FPGA systems. At the first scheduling stage, we use the subtask similarity and resource requirement similarity to measure the suitability between a task and each FPGA, which guides the task to be allocated to an appropriate FPGA computing unit and reduces the possibility of reconfiguration and resource contention. At the second scheduling stage, we propose the SLSP algorithm to select an appropriate scheduling order and location for each subtask, which effectively reduces unnecessary reconfiguration and resource fragmentation. Finally, through extensive experiments, we show that our two-stage scheduling approach is superior to other methods, which reduces the makespan of multi-tasks and improves resource utilization by reducing reconfiguration overhead, resource contention and resource fragmentation. ZEHAN ZHANG received the B.S. degree in computer science and technology from the Wuhan University of Technology (WHUT), China, in 2018. He is currently pursuing the M.S. degree in computer science and technology with the Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications (BUPT), China. Since 2018, he has been with the Beijing Key Laboratory of Intelligent Communication Software and Multimedia, BUPT, and has conducted research on heterogeneous parallel computing and task scheduling. VOLUME 7, 2019 
